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Perhaps the single most important issue is the matter of scale.   Gregory Crane (2008a) 
estimates that the upward bound for the number of texts anyone can read in a lifetime is 25,000 
(assuming one reads a book day from age fifteen to eighty-five).  By contrast, the digitized texts 
that can be searched, analyzed, and correlated by machine algorithms numbers in the hundreds of 
thousands or millions, limited only by ever-increasing processor speed and memory storage.  
Consequently, machine reading allows questions to be asked that would simply be impossible to 
implement by hand calculation.   Timothy Lenoir, for example, devised algorithms to search 
patents on Radio Frequency Identification Tags, which are embedded in databases that contain 
six million five hundred thousand patents.  Even when hand searches are theoretically possible, 
as with the online archive of British literature from 1800-1829 containing 2,272 works of fiction, 
the number and kinds of queries that one can implement electronically is exponentially greater 
than would be practical by hand.     
  To see how scale can change long-established truisms, consider the way in which literary 
canons typically function within disciplinary practice, for example in a graduate program that 
asks students to compile reading lists of sixty to a hundred works for the preliminary 
examination.  Most, if not all, of these works are drawn from the same group of texts that 





presumably because these texts are considered to be especially significant, well-written, or 
interesting in other ways.  Almost by definition, then, they are not typical of run-of-the mill 
literature.  Someone who has read only these texts will likely have a distorted sense of how 
“ordinary” texts differ from canonized works.  By contrast, as Gregory Crane observes, machine 
queries—or what Franco Moretti (2000) calls “distant reading”—enables one to get a sense of 
the background conventions against which memorable works of literature emerge. Remarkable 
works endure in part because they complicate, modify, extend and subvert conventions, rising 
about the mundane works that surrounded them in their original contexts.   Scale changes not 
only the amounts of texts, then, but also the contexts and contents of the questions. 
  As scale grows exponentially larger, visualization tools become increasingly necessary.  
Machine queries frequently yield masses of information that are incomprehensible when 
presented as tables or databases of results.   Visualization, drawing on our evolutionary heritage 
of negotiating complex three-dimensional environments, helps sort the information and make 
patterns visible.   Once the patterns can be discerned, the work of interpretation can begin.   Here 
disagreement among my respondents surfaces.  Some argue that the discovery of patterns is 
sufficient, without the necessity to link them to meaning.  Timothy Lenoir’s observation (2008) 
forcefully articulated this idea:  “Forget meaning,” he proclaimed.  “Follow the datastreams.”  
Others, like Stephen Ramsay (2008), argued that the data must lead to meaning for it to be 
significant.  If the Digital Humanities cannot do this, Ramsay declared, “then I want nothing to 
do with it. “  The issue is central because it points to how the Digital Humanities should be 
articulated with the Traditional Humanities.  This articulation has implications for the future:  
will the Digital Humanities become a separate field whose interests are increasingly remote from 





of hermeneutic interpretation that no self-respecting Traditional scholar could remain ignorant of 
its results?  If the Digital Humanities were to spin off into an entirely separate field, almost 
everything would be affected.  Obviously, this is a political as well as an intellectual issue, 
including the possibility of turf battles, competition for funding, disciplinary boundaries, and 
academic prestige. 
  Also in play are research practices.  Given the predominance of machine queries and the 
size of projects in the Digital Humanities, collaboration is the rule rather than the exception.  
Often laboratories are formed in which teams of researchers collectively conceptualize, 
implement, and disseminate their research.  For example, the Humanities Lab at Stanford 
University, directed by Jeffrey Schnapp (2008), self-consciously models itself on “Big Science,” 
seeking to implement research paradigms that Schnapp calls “Big Humanities.”  Realizing such 
projects requires diverse skills, including Traditional scholarship but also programming, graphic 
design, interface engineering, sonic art, and other humanistic, artistic, and technical skills.  
Almost no one possesses all of these skills, so collaboration becomes a necessity; in addition, the 
sheer amount of work required makes sole authorship of a large project difficult if not 
impossible. Unlike older (and increasingly untenable) practices where a Humanities scholar 
conceives a project and then turns it over to a technical person to implement (usually with a 
power differential between the two), these collaborations “go deep,” as Tara McPherson 
comments on the work that has emerged from the online multimodal journal Vectors.  
Conceptualization is intimately tied in with implementation, design decisions often have 
extensive theoretical consequences, algorithms embody reasoning, and navigation carries 
interpretive weight, so the humanities scholar, graphic designer and programmer work best when 





  As a consequence of requiring a clear infrastructure within which diverse kinds of 
contributions can be made, “Big Humanities” projects make it possible for students to make 
meaningful contributions, even as undergraduates.  As I write these words, thousands of 
undergraduates across the country are engaged in writing essays that only their teacher will see 
(and, if they are lucky, a few other classmates)—essays that will have no life once the course 
ends and whose sole purpose is the student’s education.  As Jeffrey Schnapp (2008) and Gregory 
Crane (2008a) note, students can complete small parts of a larger project—encoding metadata 
tags for digital texts, for example—and  complete them under faculty supervision, the results of 
which are incorporated into the project and continue to have a life long after the student has 
graduated.  Mark Amerika has instituted a similar research practice at the University of 
Colorado, supervising undergraduate contributions to a large database that continues to grow 
through generations of students, becoming richer and more extensive as time goes on. One of the 
perennial difficulties of teaching composition has been getting students to envision an audience 
for their work, a task that often can be accomplished only in fantasy.  With Digital Humanities 
projects, however, there is no need to strive to create an imaginary audience for the student, 
because he or she is virtually guaranteed an audience when the project goes online.   
While scale and collaboration transform the conditions under which research is produced, 
digital tools work both at the macrolevel of conceptualization and the microlevel of fashioning 
individual sentences and paragraphs.  David Lloyd (2008), a scholar working in Irish literature at 
the University of Southern California, recounted how he worked with a print essay on Irish 
mobility in the 19
th century to re-envision it for digital publication in the multimodal online 
journal Vectors.  Working with the flexible database that Tara McPherson and her co-editor 





coordination and subordination.  The fragments were then entered into the database in a 
recursive process that started with specifying beginning categories and then modifying and 
changing them as the work proceeded.  Lloyd pointed that in cutting out subordination and 
coordination, something was lost—namely the coherence of his argument and the beautifully 
crafted prose of his original essay, a loss he felt acutely when he was in the process of cutting it 
up.  But something was gained as well.  The effect of the database format, Lloyd said, was to 
liberate contradictory and refractory threads in the material from the demands of a historically-
based argument, where they were necessarily smoothed over in the interest of coherent 
argumentation.  By contrast, the database elements could be combined in many different ways, 
depending on how a reader wanted to navigate the interface.  In collaboration with designer Erik 
Loyer, Lloyd and Loyer (2006) visualized the topics as potatoes in a field, and the reader 
navigates by “digging” them.  Instead of an argument as such, one potato, two potatoes, dozens 
or hundreds of potatoes.   While some research is no doubt best presented in print, where linear 
argument reigns, Lloyd was sufficiently impressed with the advantages of a database structure  
that he wants to use it for future poetic writing.   
Another advantage of databases is the ability to craft different kinds of interfaces, depending 
on what users are likely to find useful or scholars want to convey.  Given a sufficiently flexible 
structure, a large archive can have elements coded into a database for which different scholars 
then construct multiple interfaces.  As Tara McPherson points out, the same repository of data 
elements can thus serve different purposes to different communities.  An example is Kim 
Christen’s Mukurtu: Wampurrarni-kari website on aboriginal artifacts, histories, and images.  
She provided aboriginal users with a different interface offering more extensive access than the 





collaborators might work together to create a shared database, with each team creating the 
interface best suited for its research purposes.  Thus each team’s efforts are leveraged by the 
magnitude of the whole, while still preserving the priorities of its own needs and criteria.   
Underlying machine queries, database structures, and interface design is a major assumption 
that characterizes the Digital Humanities as a whole: that human cognition is collaborating with 
machine cognition to extend its scope, power, and flexibility.  The situation requires both 
partners in the collaboration to structure their communications so as to be legible to the other.  
For humans, this means writing executable code that ultimately will be translated into a binary 
system of voltages; for the machine, it means a “tower of languages” mediating between binary 
code and the diverse kinds of displays the user sees.  Multiple implications emerge from this 
simple fact.  If the transition from handwriting to typewriting introduced a tectonic shift in 
discourse networks, as Friedrich Kittler (1992) has argued, the coupling of human intuition and 
machine logic leads to specificities quite different in their effects from those mobilized by print.  
On the human side, the requirement to write executable code means that every command must be 
explicitly stated in the proper form.  One must therefore be very clear about what one wants the 
machine to do.  For Tanya Clement (2008), a graduate student at the University of Maryland 
working on a digital analysis of Gertrude Stein’s The Making of Americans, this amounts to an 
exteriorization of desire, allowing implications to be brought to light, examined and modified in 
ways that may not happen with print.   
The necessity for executable code also creates new requirements for digital literacy.  Not 
every scholar in the Digital Humanities needs to be an expert programmer, but to produce high 
quality work, they certainly need to know how to talk to those who are expert programmers.  The 





display should be, and what kinds of executable code will be necessary to bring it about.  This 
puts subtle pressure on the writing process, which in turn also interacts with the coding.  
Reminiscent of David Lloyd’s excision of structures of coordination and subordination, many 
writers who move from print to digital publication notice that their writing style changes.  In 
general, the movement seems to be toward smaller blocks of prose, with an eye toward what can 
be seen on the screen without scrolling down, and toward short conceptual blocks that can be 
rearranged in different patterns.  The effects spill over into print as well.  Alexander R. Galloway 
and Eugene Thacker’s The Exploit: A Theory of Networks (2007), a print text about digital 
networks, parses the argument through statements in bold type followed by a short explanatory 
block of prose, so that the book can be read as a series of major assertions (by skipping the 
explanations), short forays into various questions (by picking and choosing among blocks), or 
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Endnotes 
                              
i Gary Hall in Digitize This Book! (pp. 45­48) goes into detail on the policies of Stevan 
Harnad’s arXiv.org E‐Print Archive and Cogprints, a site that archives submissions sent in by 
authors of scientific pre‐prints.  Since the contributions are not required to be already published, 
some of the submissions may not in fact ever see publication in print.   Thus peer review operates 
as a future expectation (that is, that it will be carried out in the future and will either approve the 
submission or negotiate for required revisions).   According to Hall, Harnad argues that this 
expectation is enough to ensure that authors will take peer review into account, a position that 
seems vulnerable to critique, to put it mildly.   
ii Tara McPherson’s critique of peer review goes considerably deeper than Lindsay Water’s 
(2004) claim in Enemies of Promise: Publishing, Perishing, and the Eclipse of Scholarship that peer 
review is compromised because departments have ceased to review the work of their colleagues 
themselves and take the imprimatur of a prestige university press as doing that work for them. 